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LEASING CENTER HOURS
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WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS

A LAUGHING MATTER

Although April 1 is known as a date for 

laughs and folly, it's no joke that the 

entire month of April was selected as 

National Humor Month. This special 

designation was made to heighten 

public awareness of the therapeutic 

value of humor, and we all know that a 

good laugh or even a little chuckle 

lightens our mood and brightens our 

outlook. Here's to a month (and more!) 

of good times and good humor.

A SAMPLING OF SILLINESS

In honor of National Humor Month, 

we're pleased to share with you a little 

assortment of sweet morsels of humor 

(from www.readersdigest.com). Enjoy!

APRIL HUMOR #1 

I recently decided to sell my vacuum 

cleaner after I realized that all it was 

doing was just gathering dust. 

APRIL HUMOR #2

I own the world’s worst thesaurus. Not 

only is it awful, it’s awful. 

APRIL HUMOR #3

An Australian bear once decided to 

apply for a job. When asked why she was 

the best candidate, she replied: 

"Because I'm the most koala-fied." 

APRIL HUMOR #4

My friend and I laugh about how 

competitive we are. But I laugh more! 

Angela Horton

Angela is thankful for the opportunity to live each day to its fullest, and especially 

appreciates returning home  from work each day to her sister and precious nephew. This 

connection to family also explains why Angela's proudest moment was when her parents 

were with her to witness her college graduation. Angela describes herself as a spiritual 

person and loyal friend, someone who works hard, with perhaps a tough exterior but who 

likes to laugh and is gentle at heart.  She also loves to travel, having taken cruises to 

Mexico, Jamaica and various spots in the Caribbean. She hopes to one day visit Europe 

and Hawaii as her dream vacation destinations. Angela and her family chose Normandy 

Towers as their dream home destination three years ago.  She appreciates the many 

enhancements made to our buildings over the past few years, including our new elevators 

and our stylish new wall sconces right beside them. Angela also likes that her neighbors 

are so friendly to one another. Thank you, Angela, for being a part of our Normandy family! 

Resident Spotlight
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Pregnancy

Kids' Corner - Word Search

INTRODUCTION TO ZENTANGLE

Pablo Picasso once said: “Every child is an 

artist. The problem is how to remain an artist 

when we grow up.” One new method of 

artistic expression for adults is called 

Zentangle. Founded only 15 years by a 

couple in rural Massachusetts, Zentangle is a 

fun and easy way to relax and be creative. 

It combines elements of art, geometry and 

meditation as the designs (aka “tangles") 

gradually grow into personal pieces of 

expression. To try Zentangle for yourself, take 

part in an introductory class at the Euclid 

Public Library on Monday, April 23 from 

7-8pm. The class is taught by a Certified 

Zentangle Teacher and will teach an 

assortment of basic tangles. All supplies will 

be provided and no artistic skill is required. 

Just bring an open mind and an imagination! 

Savory Spring Peas with 
Dates and Walnuts 
10 OUNCES FROZEN PEAS, THAWED

1 POUND SUGAR SNAP PEAS, TRIMMED 

1/4 POUND SNOW PEAS, TRIMMED & SLICED  

1 TABLESPOON OLIVE OIL  

1 MEDIUM SHALLOT, THINLY SLICED

1/4 CUP CHOPPED WALNUTS  

1/4 CUP CHOPPED PITTED DATES  

PINCH OF CAYENNE PEPPER

2 TEASPOONS WALNUT OIL

 

Bring large pot of salted water to boil over 

high heat. Fill large bowl with ice water. Add 

snap peas to boiling water and cook until 

bright green, about 2 minutes, then add 

snow peas and cook 30 seconds.  Drain peas 

and plunge into ice water to cool.  Heat olive 

oil in a large skillet over medium-high heat. 

Add shallot and cook until soft, about 2 

minutes. Add walnuts, dates and cayenne 

and cook until nuts are slightly toasted, 

about 1 more minute. Drain peas from ice 

water and add them to skillet, then add 

thawed peas. Add 1 teaspoon salt and 

cook, stirring, until heated through, 3 to 5 

minutes. Add walnut oil and salt to taste. 

Enjoy this savory dish with any spring meal! 

Euclid News

KIDS CAN CODE

Tesla and SpaceX founder Elon Musk began his 

remarkable journey at the age of 10 by learning 

to program computer code on his 1980 

Commodore VIC-20. Fast forward nearly 40 

years, and coding is viewed as an essential skill 

in the job market of the future. The Euclid Public 

Library is offering a unique opportunity for kids of 

all ages to jump into the world of coding on 

Saturday, April 21 from 2-3pm. The event will 

feature mini-robots that participants will learn to 

code as an introduction to this growing field. 

Tips for Better Living 
How to Make Taxes Less Taxing (adapted from www.irs.gov) 

The best way to deal with a challenge is always head on. That’s why the best time to take care 

of filing your taxes is right now. Here are three reasons to tackle your taxes before April 15th: First, 

filing on time will help prevent any late fees or interest charges. The IRS even allows payment in 

installments for most people who file on time. Second, gathering the information you need to 

file taxes and calculate how much you’ve earned and how much you owe, provides you with 

a clearer picture of your financial situation. Since knowledge is power, having a better 

understanding of your finances will enable you to more effectively plan for future success. Last 

but not least, filing now means you can check this off your to-do list, then go do something fun!
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